This unique **stick-resistant griddle** by Fire Magic is an excellent cooking accessory for the well-stocked outdoor chef. Grilling meats, fish, vegetables, or even preparing breakfast is made easy with this top quality griddle. The griddle is crafted of heavy gauge cast iron with a special stick-resistant coating and features a smooth, flat surface. The stick resistant, easy to clean surface offers the most in carefree and healthy cooking, does not peel or blister—and is safe for use with metal utensils! Each griddle has a deep collection trough in the front for fats and cooking juices created during cooking.

When using your griddle, remove the cooking grid(s) and flavor grid(s) before sliding it into place. The griddle should slide effortlessly into place, across the cooking area, as shown below. When the time comes to remove the griddle use a protective oven mitt to handle it safely. Carefully lift the griddle off the grill, taking care not to spill any fats or juices on yourself or on the burners, which may cause a grease fire.

**CAUTION:** This accessory will remain hot some time after use. Allow time for it to cool before handling and/or cleaning.